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Web-based

Security Awareness Training
People. Your most valuable corporate asset -- and your single biggest security
risk. It’s not that your employees don’t care; but often they don’t know,
remember or think about security. The answer is Security Mentor’s innovative
training, designed for the way people learn and work.

THE SECURITY MENTOR
TRAINING MODEL
BRIEF

10 minute lessons
fit busy schedules

FREQUENT

Monthly lessons
keep security top of mind

Security Mentor security awareness training combines
accurate, relevant security content with top-notch
instructional design and superb graphics and animation.

FOCUSED

Single-topic lessons are
easy to learn and remember

THE SECURITY MENTOR DIFFERENCE
ENGAGING Rich media captures attention
INTERACTIVE Trainees learn by doing
MEMORABLE Compelling games and real-world scenarios
RELEVANT Created by certified IT security pros
FLEXIBLE Web-based training anytime, anywhere

www.securitymentor.com
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SECURITY MENTOR TRAINING:
Two packages to meet your needs.

Security Mentor CORE
Trains employees in the 12 most critical security awareness topics
quickly, economically and effectively. Lessons are delivered monthly
including:
Intro to Security Awareness
Computer Security
Email Security
Reporting Incidents
Passwords
Office Security

Phishing
Social Networking
Web Security
Public WiFi
Mobile Security
Information Protection

Security Mentor ADVANCED
Addresses other challenging security issues your employees face
with a follow-on curriculum of six lessons:
Social Engineering
Acceptable Use
Safe Disposal

Privacy
Working Remotely
Travel Security

Security Mentor’s web-based training is offered either as SCORM-compliant
modules hosted on your internal Learning Management System (LMS), or as a
service from Security Mentor using our custom LMS. Regardless of how training is
delivered, lesson progress and completion is tracked and reported. Managers can
view reports of training status by company, group or trainee, and training status
reports can be exported in common file formats. Content is customizable and
brandable.

But don’t just take our word for it. Ask for a demo today.
Security Mentor, Inc.
1120 Forest Avenue, #244
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
831.656.0133
www.securitymentor.com
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